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The past eighteen months have seen a number of international bond
issues by nembers of Australian based groups' convertible into,
or otherwise linked with options to acquire, shares in the listed
Australian parent of the group. This firn has been involved
with, anongst oËhers, issues by CSR Finance Linited and TNT
Finance Limited.

The shape of international equity linked bond issues by
Australian groups has been substantially deterrnined by the
ínconsistent requirements of, on the one hand, rnarket
expectations in Lhe Euro-markets and, on the other, Part III
Division 3A (convertible notes) of the Australian fncome Tax
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Euro-markeÈs requires that the unit price of shares acquired on
exercise of an option remain canstant, deternined by reference to
the capital structure of the issuing company as aL the time of
the issue of the option. The terms of issue of equity linked
securities will provide, in effect, that any variation in the
capital structure of the listed parent which has the effect of
reducing the aggregate value of the shares to be acquired by an
opLion holder on exercise of his option at the then current
option price will result in either:

(a)

more commonly, an adjusLment downwards
or

of the option price;

(b) an adjustnent upwards of the number of shares open to
acquired at Ëhe option price.

be

l'/hichever approach be adopted, there is a real likelihood that at
some tirne in the life of an issue the unj-t príce of shares open
to be acquired on exercise of the options will fa11, and thus
there can be no certainty that section 82SA(1)(d)(xi) of the Tax
Act ¡+i11 be satisfied. This is a requirement Lhat, in order to
ensure the deductibility of interest payrnents on convertible
notes, the exercise price for the option embodied in a
convertibl-e note issued by an Australian residenL must not be
less than g}i( of the market price for the relevant strares,
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determined in accordance with the Tax Act shortly before the
actual issue of the convertible notes. The consequence is that
issues (including all with which we have been involved) ate
custonarily structured so as to ensure that the bonds do not
âmount to convertible notes for purposes of the Tax AcÈ.

convertible notes in fairly broad terms, and
the rather unhelpful provision (section 82L(2)) that
includes
tt...
the combined effect or operation of two or nore
where
j-nstruments,
r+hether issued at the same time or not'
related
would have the effect or operation of a convertible note' those
insLruments sha11, for purposes of this Division, be deemed to
be together a convertible note'r. This has reduced considerably
the structural options availabler so that only three structures
are currently in use for such issues. The fundamental principle
which underlies all three structures is that the debt instrument
(ttdebt bondtt) r or the basis of which funds are to be raised and
interest paid, should be issued by a different corporaLe entity
from that which issues the options: since the latter will be the
The Tax AcÈ defines

listed parent, the borrowì-ng vehicle wil1, therefore, be
subsidiary member of the group.

a

The three structures are:

(a) The debt bond, with coupons attached, is issued by an
Australian resident subsidiary of the listed parent.
Attached to the debt bond at the time of issue is an option'
granted by the listed parent. Both the debt bond and the
option are bearer instruments, and the option may, aE any
time after iËs issue, be detached from the debt bond and
separately traded;

(b) An AusËralian resident subsidiary of the listed parent
issues the debt bond, with coupons attached. Attached to it
at the time of issue is a non-inÈerest bearing bond
(ttconversion bondt') issued by the listed parenÈ, with an
option to subscribe for a nurnber of shares in the listed
pärent. The conversion bond is partly paid, say to $0.01'
and has a face value equal to the maximum amount payable on
exercise of the option. The face value of the conversion
bond does not necessarily bear any relationship to the face
value of the debt bond. The conversion bond may be detached
from, and traded separately from, the debL bond. The opLion
may only be exercised out of the proceeds of redemption of
the conversion bond which nust, under its terms, be paid up
in fu11 before it can be redeemed. Payment up and
redempti-on of the conversion bond and exercise of the option
may take place at any time; and
(c)

A foreign resident subsidiary of the listed parent issues
debt bonás, with coupons, and with a conversion bond issued
by the listed parent attached. The conversion bond is
partly paid, has the same face value as the debt bond, and
embodies an option to acquire shares in the listed parent.
The option nay only be exercised out of the proceeds of
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redernption of the conversíon bond, and the conversion bond
may ónly be redeened once fully paid. The conversion bond
may be paid up only out of the proceeds of redenption of the
deÉt bond, which nay only be redeened at certain specific
tines. In view of the intinate connection between all of
the instruments in this case, the conversion bonds may not
be detached from or traded separately fron the debt bonds.
This third sÈructure is rather cl0ser in its effect to the
Ëraditional convertible note than the other two.

The Èype (a) structure was used in the TNT issue, the type (b)
structure in the CSR issue and the type (c) structure in the
Elders IXL íssue in 1984. There is no reason rl¡hy further
variations on these structures should not be suitable for
different issues, depending on the relevant commercial
considerations: notably, the length of the options, the
desirability of having separately tradeable options and the
likelihood of swapping the debt proceeds. Swaps will generally
be easier to arrange if the option component is separated fron
the debt

bond.

Several detailed comments should be made in relation to the
st,ructures:

A.

Tax:

(a)

Deductibility of interest: The Australian Taxation Qffice
(ttATOtt) appears to accept that in none of the three
structures are the borrowing cosLs attributable to a
requirements
convertible note which does not conform to the
of Part III Division 3A of the Tax Act (a ttnon-conforming
notett). In the case of structures (a) and (b), the AT0 has
expressed the opinion, ol Lhe usual non-binding basis, that
inlerest payable on Ëhe debt bond will be deductible. The
argument, in the case of structures (a) and (b), is that
because the option component (r,¡hether a simple option or a
partly paid conversion bond) is separable from the debt
bond, and can be separately traded, the debt bond and the
option are not properly viewed as related instrumenLs for
purposes of section S2L(2) and thus cannot be treated as a
non-conforming note. The only sense in which they are
related is Lhat they happen to be issued at the same time
and as part of a single transaction. The AT0 accepLs that'
in structure (a), the options themselves do not amount to
notes for purposes of the Tax Act. Although the conversion
bonds in structures (b) and (c) may well themselves anount
to conyertible notes, neither of them bears interest and the
question whether they are non-conforming notes has no
practical importance. Turning more closely to structure
(.), it coulã, in the absence of authority (see below), be
argued that the debt bond and the conversion bond, are
related within the sense of section 82L(2), since they may
noË be separated. However, sj-nce the debt bond is issued by
a non-resident of Australia the deductibility in Australia
of interest paid on it is noL relevant. (Repatriation of
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funds raised by an issue of the kind described in structure
(c) does give further opportunity to the AT0 to investigate
the transaction fron a tax point of view, but to date in our
experience the AT0 has not expressed any adverse views in
relation to structure (c)). In any case' the decision in
Network Finance Limited v. Federal Connissioner of Taxation
(76 ATC 4336) supports the proposition that even though the
conversion bonds in sLructures (b) and (c) nay thenselves
amount to convertible notes, the combination of debt bonds
and conversion bonds does not in either case amount to a
convertible note for purposes of Division 3A of Part III of
the Tax Act.

(b)

Tax:
Interest payable on debt bonds issued by
an Australian resident as part of an equity linked issue
(structures (a) and (b) ) is subject to Australian interest
withholding tax, unless Èhe conditions of section 128F of
the Tax Act are satisfied. SinilarLy, if the funds raised
under structure (c) are lent by the offshore borrowing
subsidiary to its Australian parent, then interest payable
by the parent on the loan to it will be subject to
Australian interest withholding tax. In order to obtain an
exemption, the conditions of section 128F(6) of the Tax Act
must be satisfied in this case.

(c)

Foreign tax considerations: The first is U.S. Lax, in the
form of the Taxation Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act
(|'TBFR.A'!). This restrj-cts dealings in bearer bonds by U.S.

I'lithholdins

persons, and inposes certain potential liabilities on
issuers of bearer bonds. Whilst the lead manager and its
London or New York lawyers will make provision in the issue
documents for TEFRA so far as iE affects bond issues
generally, the situation of the particular issuer may make
it advisable to obtain further advice in the U.S.,
especially if the issuerts group has asseÈs or operations
there.

is applicable only to structure (c), where (as is
often the case) the issuer of the debt bond is incorporated
in the Netherlands Antilles. If the issuer does not nake a
taxable profit in the Netherlands Antilles by on-lending the
issue proceeds, it will be required to pay Netherlands
Antilles tax on the basis of a notional mj.nim'm profit on
Ëhe on-lending. DeLails should be checked with Dutch tax

The second

advisers.

There is clearly some potential conflict between the
Netherlands Antilles requirements and section 128F(6) of the
Tax Act. This sub-section imposes a condition for the issue
of a withholding tax exemptíon certificate that the offshore
finance subsidiary which issues the debt bonds makes no
profit in on-lending the proceeds of the issue into
Australia. So far as vre are aware, AusËralian issuers have
viewed the Netherlands Antilles Ëax as the lesser of two
evils.
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B.

Duration of the Option:

that an option to take up shares in a
more than five years after it is
exercisable
conpany which is
granteá is void: section 132(1). There is one exception, which
ãpplies in the case where rt... the holders of debentures of a
.órp.ny have an option to take up shares in the company by way of
redãnption of ttrã debenÈuresr': section L32(2). The form of
option contained in structure (a) is one which will be void if
exercisable more Ëhan five years after issue. It follows'
therefore, that if the commercial dictates of the transaction
require options having a longer 1ife, structure (a) will be
unJuítable. In this caserthe conversion bond technique used j-n
structures (b) and (c) shoukl be adopted. Broadly, this is that
Ehe conversion bond will be paid up in ful1 before and as a
condition precedent to exercise of the relevant option' on terms
which require that the conversion bond be redeemed and the
proceeds of redenption used in paying the gxercise price for the
óption. In this way, the option is one ttto take up shares in a
.órp"try by way of reCernption of . . . debenturestt, and thus within
the exenption contained in section 132(2).

The Conpanies Code provides

C.

Registration Requirenents:

Section 131 of the Code requires that companies keep a register
of share options granted by thern and section 147 of. Lhe Code
requires that Ëhey keep a register of the holders of debentures
issued by them. fn each of structures (a), (b) and (c) the debt
bond and the option (in case of strucLure (a)) and the conversion
bonds (in the case of structures (b) and (c)) are bearer
instruments, t-hus makíng it impossible to comply on a continuing
basis with sections 131 and 147. I'le take the viei+ that it is
sufficient compliance with these sections if the issuing company
opens registeis of option holders and debentrrre holders (as
appropriate) and enters into the relevant register Lhe prescribed
pãiti-ulars of the first holders of the options or the
ãebentures. In practice this is likely to be the trustee of
manager who holds the temporary g1oba1 debt bond and the
temporary global option or conversion bond. Sincer âs a
practical matter, companíes which issue obligatíons in bearer
iorr a.e unable to keep Lrack of the holders from time to tine of
those instrumenLs, no further information can or need be included
in Ëhe relevant registers, once the definitive bonds, options and
conversion bonds have been delivered. The subscription agreement
should oblige the lead managers to provide the issuer with
information iufficient to permit compliance with sections lt+7 and
131 in relation to the initial issue.
D.

Stanp Duty:

Our view is that if the bonds, options and conversion bonds are
executed (either nanually or in facsimile), authenticated and
Íssued outside Australia, and do not require on their face that
any acE, natter or thing be done in an AusLralian State or
Territory, they should not be dutiable under the stanp duty laws
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of any Austral-ian State or Territory. This is in accordance with
the nornal position for Eurobonds. These stanp duty precautions
do nean that agents outside Australia nust be appointed by the
listed parent to deal with conversion bonds, the exercise of
options, the issue of shares consequent upon such exercise and
(if
appropriate) the exchange of registered for bearer
As a practical matter this is probably not
securities.
particularl-y onerous, since market practice will in any event
denand that such facilities be available in a number of cities
conveniently situated for likely bond holders - e.g. in the case
of bonds issued on the European market, Brussels, Luxenbourg and
Basle. If debt bonds, options or conversion bonds are issued (or
exchangeable for instruments) in registered forn, the stanp duty
inplications of transfers of registered instrunents will have to
be considered.

E. Anti-dilution

Provisions:

TÌrese rrere referred to briefl-y above. They are in fairly
standard forn throughout the Euro-markets, and provide that the
exercise price of the relevant options or, more usually, the
number of shares to be acquired on exercise of the options, H.i11
be adjusted on the occurrence of any of the following:

asa

(i)

alternation of the normal value of ordinary
result of consolidaÈion or subdivision;

(ii)

the issue of ordinary shares at less than current market
price;

(iii)

the issue of securities convertible into ordinary
at less than markeL price;

(iv)

The issue of ordinary shares consequent
capitalisati-on of profits or reserves;

(")

any

(vi)

the issue of ordinary shares to holders of ordinary shares
by way of rights or the grant to holders of ordinary
shares of options or rights to subscribe or purchase
ordinary shares, in each case at less than the current
market price; and

(vii)

the issue of securities (other than ordinary shares) to
the holders of ordinary shares by way of rights or the
grant to holders of ordinary shares of options or rights
to subscribe or purchase arry securities (other Ëhan
ordinary shares) by way of rights.

shares

shares

upon

a

capital distribution to ordinary shareholders;

Provision is normally nade only for adjustment downwards of the
unit option price. The anti-dilution provisions should state
that the exercise price per share must noÈ fall below the norninal
amount of the share: otherwise, an issue of shares at a discount
could result. Care should be taken in two other areas:
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(a) to deal in the anti dilution provisions with shares issued

under enployee share schemes and under tlividend reinvestment

plans;

and

(b) to ensure that the issuerrs oblJ-gations on exercise of
options do not breach section I29 ot the Code.

the

F. Australian Offering Restrictions:
In our view, if Èhe ínitial distribution
linked bonds is rnade exclusively:
(a) outside Australia;

and

sale of equity

and

(b) to non-residents of Australia (which nay include foreign
branches of Australian cornpanies or parËnerships),
offer or invitation will thus be made to the publ-ic, for
purposes of the Conpanies Code prospectus requirernents. The
basis for this view is that some geographical limitation must, as
a matter of construction, be p1-aced on the wide expressj-on ttto
the publictt; the obvious linitation, both in policy and in
practical terms, is to the Australian public.
Ëhen no

Since the

rnost informed market

for

opËions

in Australían listed

conpanies is in Australia, the likelihood that equity linked
instruments issued by Australian conpanies wíll eventually be
sold back into Australia is greater than for straight debt bonds.
From the issuerrs point of view, this raises a najor
cossideration in Lhe form of section !04 of. the Code. This
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tt¡sith a view to all or any of them being offered for sale to the
public, âîy document by which the offer for sale to the public is
made sha11
be deemed to be a prospectus issued by Lhe
IJnder section IO4(2) an allotment or issue of
corporation ...tt.
narkeÈable securities is deemed, until the contrary is proved, to
be made with a vier,¡ to the instruments being offered for sale to
the public if it is shown thaË:

(a) any of the instruments was offered for sale to the public
r+ithin six months after its first issue; or
(b) the insËrumenÈs are in fact offered to the public at a tine
at which they are partly paid.
At a practical level, I understand from Èhose who deal in the
markets that there is probably little risk of the instrumentsr
being offered on the secondary market in Australia by means of a
written inst.rument, and thus no ttdeemed prospectustr under
section 104 is likely to come into existence. If, however, such
a document were ever created, the conversion bonds provided for
in structures (b) and (c) would clearly be caught by section
104(2) (b), since they are partly paid. IL is, practically
speaking, impossible for the issuer to prevent on-selling of the
equity linked instruments to AusËral-ian investors. It follows
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that, at best, it can try to establish a seÈ of offering
restricËions designed to linit offers of the instruments to the
Australian publíc on the secondary narket in Australia. Ïhese
could be along the following lines:
(a) an absolute restriction on on-selling the equity linked
instruments by neans of any offering document issued to the
public in Australia;
(b) an absolute restriction on offers of
public in Australia; and

Lhe instruments

to

the

(c) a restriction on sales of the instruments into Australia for
a period of six months after first issue.
Clearly, there remains a theoreLical risk for the issuer. Thís,
however, has proved one which, given Lhe conmercial benefits of
equíty linked issues, Australian issuers have to date taken quite
vi11ing1y.
G.

Companies Code

H.

Conpanies Code

- section 129:
I,Ie do not believe that any breach of section 729 of the Code
(prohibition against a company giving financial assistance for
the purchase of its own shares) r¡i1l be occasioned simply by the
naking of an íssue along the lines of structúres (a), (b) or (c)
above. The actual terms of exercise of the options, and aîy
ancillary arrangenents (e.g. interest or currency swaps), should
however be consi-dered in the light of section I29;
- section 115:
This section prohibits the issue of share warrants by Australian
companies. The conversion bonds or options provided for in
(a) and (b) are often referred to in the Euromarkets
structures
ttshare
warrantsrt. fn our view, however, they are not share
as
warrants r+ithin the meaning of the Code, but rather opt,ions. As
such, their issue by Australian companies does not infringe the
Code. In ttshare
order to avoid confusion, it is best not to use the
warrantsrt if at all possible.
expression

The stock exchange listing requirements are also relevanÈ. The
principal listing requirement to be complied with is the "IO7"
rulett contained in section 3E(6).
I an indebted to ny partner Andrew Boxall for his assistance in
the preparation of this paper.

